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Antennas 



Rubber Ducks 



 NA-701 

 Frequency : 144/430 MHz 

 Gain : 2.15 dBi 

 VSWR : Less 1.5:1 

 

Antennas 



 Portable Antenna Height (in.): 

 15.000 in. 

 Portable Antenna Power Rating: 

 10 W 

 Notes: 

 Extended receive to 900 MHz. 

 Relative Antenna Gain (dB): 

 6.0 db  (@5 watts = 50+ watts ERP) 

 

Antennas 



Antenna Comparison 

 NA-701 

 5 watts = 37 dB 

 37-9=28 dB 

 28 dB =.6 watts ERP 

 Diamond SRJ77CA 

 5 watts = 37 dB 

 37=6=43 dB 

 43 dB =20 watts ERP 
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 DMR stands for Digital Mobile Radio. Like other digital modes such 
as D-Star, C4FM and APCO P25, the DMR protocol converts your 
voice into a digital form and sends it out via RF (with other bits of 
information included) and allows you to communicate to other DMR 
radios and also DMR repeaters, which are networked together 
around the world via the internet. 

 What makes DMR stand out from some of the other digital modes is 
that it utilizes TDMA (Time-Division Multiple Access) to divide a 
single frequency into 2 distinct “channels” or time slots. By doing 
this, you can have two conversations going on at the SAME TIME, 
using one frequency. 

 Imagine using one frequency while radio A is talking to radio B on 
time slot 1, and radio C is talking to radio D on time slot 2 … 
SIMULTANEOUSLY.  
 

DMR 



Analog/DMR 

 Analog 

 

 DMR 

 



Anytone Programming 



 Simply put, a code plug is a file that contains all of the 
programming information for a radio. It defines not 
only the frequencies on which a radio can transmit 
and receive, but also which talk groups that the radio 
can communicate over, as well as other operating 
parameters.  

What Is A Code Plug 



 A: Lets answer this one item at a time. 
 1) Color Code is just a fancy name for what would be “CTCSS” or 

“PL” in the analog radio world. 
 2) Time slots are what makes DMR unique. Your transmit signal 

is broken into 30mS digital packets and the transmitter switches 
on and off rapidly. Doing this allows two signals to share the 
same channel at the same time. One on Time Slot 1 and one on 
Time Slot 2. 

 3) Talk groups are the group calls so those listening to that 
group number can hear you. People have to have that group 
programmed in their radio and listening on THAT group and 
THAT assigned Time Slot. 
 

Q: What is all this color code and time 
slots and talk group mumbo jumbo? 



 Determine your radio firmware version 

 Firmware and CPS versions must match 

 Read and save current code plug data 

 Upgrade firmware to current version 

 https://bridgecomsystems.freshdesk.com/support/solution
s/articles/63000105978-anytone-878uv-cps-firmware-and-
driver-downloads 

 CPS has 3 main sections 
 Common –- Digital - Analog 

 

 

Firmware and CPS 
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Basic Programming Parameters 

Analog  

 Receive Frequency 
 Transmit Frequency 
 Channel Type (Analog) 
 Transmit Power 
 Channel Bandwidth (25k) 
 Scan List (Optional) 
 CTCSS Decode 
 CTCSS Encode 
 Squelch Mode 

 
 

DMR 

 Receive Frequency 
 Transmit Frequency 
 Channel Type (Digital) 
 Transmit Power 
 Channel Bandwidth (12.5k) 
 Scan List (optional) 
 Contact 
 Radio ID 
 Color Code 
 Slot 

 



Analog Channel Programming 



DMR Channel Programmimg 



 Perhaps the most important parameter in a code plug 
is the Radio ID. Your radio ID is a unique number 
assigned to you (and your callsign) and identifies you 
on DMR networks and repeaters around the world. 
You can obtain a DMR ID at RadioID.net  

DMR ID 

https://radioid.net/


 Download the world wide digital contact list at 
https://www.radioid.net/database/dumps#! 

 Download and import the user.csv file 

 Update digital contacts list video tutorial 

 https://bridgecomsystems.freshdesk.com/support/sol
utions/articles/63000105994-anytone-878-878-plus-
digital-contact-list 

 

Digital Contacts 
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DMR Modes Tutorial 

http://www.miklor.com/DMR/ppt/DMR-BasicTutorial.pdf 

DMR for Dummies 

https://www.dmrfordummies.com/ 

Bridgecom Support 

https://bridgecomsystems.freshdesk.com/support/hom
e?ref=N7QRkpo7o 

 

Links 

http://www.hfradio.org.uk/html/digital_modes.html
http://www.miklor.com/DMR/ppt/DMR-BasicTutorial.pdf
http://www.miklor.com/DMR/ppt/DMR-BasicTutorial.pdf
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Questions 




